Rockville Draft Climate Action Plan Feedback Form

Q1 Energy Efficiency Draft Actions: C-01 - Adopt Montgomery County’s
Building Energy Performance Standard (BEPS) for existing commercial
and multifamily buildings. C-02 - Expand low and moderate income (LMI)
home repair and weatherization program to increase energy efficiency,
resiliency and renewable opportunities. C-03 - Adopt net zero building
codes for new construction. C-04 - Opt into Montgomery County's point of
sale energy disclosure. C-05 - Expand home energy efficiency outreach
program to increase participation in energy audits and utility rebates. C-06
- Coordinate with Montgomery County on electrification incentives for
existing buildings. M-01 - Complete energy assessments of city facilities
and develop a strategic plan to reduce facility energy consumption. M-02 Convert City-owned streetlights to energy efficient LED. M-03 - Advocate
for a Pepco streetlight LED conversion agreement that serves the public
interest. This mix of actions seems:
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1

Very sound approach!

7/31/2021 3:37 PM

2

Require reuse and recycling of building debris (e.g., from demolishing) and excess materials
(e.g., leftover lumber).

7/31/2021 11:48 AM

3

Lots of great ideas here. Love the net zero requirement for new buildings. Coordination
between programs that can capitalize on synergies would be ideal. (Electrification and PV both
requiring an upgraded electrical panel, etc.) LED street lights are definitely a good thing, but
light pollution and impacts on human health and wildlife should be a consideration as well.
LEDs are great at producing white light, but consider what the options are for less blue light. It
would be good to have more planning around what lighting is actually like on the street.
Education could help too. Flagstaff, Arizona has done a good job with light pollution and might
be a place to learn about best practices.

7/29/2021 3:20 PM

4

What about recycling?

7/29/2021 10:48 AM

5

M-02. Could you also consider light pollution and the effect of blue light spectrum? I am all for
LEDs done correctly. Please see https://www.darksky.org/our-work/lighting/lighting-forcitizens/led-guide/

7/29/2021 10:37 AM

6

Seem to be half hearted attempt at being "green"; decrease hours of operation (scale back
HVAC and lighting) of municipal buildings; make BEPS the minimum standards and require
existing buildings to make improvements within reasonable timeframe

7/29/2021 9:48 AM

7

Good luck controlling the weather. My question to all greenbeans is "how did the glaciers that
were up to 3 miles thick all the way down to New York and the Great Lakes melt before the
first fossil fuel besides wood was ever used? Things that make you go hmmmm. The planet
has been warming way before the .gov wanted to steal your tax dollars for some bogus man
made global warming nonsense. Does anyone realize the damage done to the Earth mining for
your car battery's lithium, or how much jet fuel is needed to de-ice wind turbines? Remember
these climate Democrats think like children, they can't seem to think of consequence

7/29/2021 6:47 AM

8

This doesn't include requirements for renovations like minimum reflectivity for shingles. Too
often people replace their roofs with cheap black shingles which can raise indoor temperatures
by 15 degrees, increasing cooling costs and energy consumption.

7/28/2021 9:22 PM

9

It's good to convert current streetlights to LEDs, but we need to have fewer, less bright lights
to prevent light pollution

7/28/2021 7:13 PM

10

I don't see goals related to education and awareness of Rockville community members related
to internal government changes described above. Without public support and involvement, the
effort will subject to political whims.

7/28/2021 6:31 PM

11

surprised some of these actions haven't already been taken

7/28/2021 5:03 PM

12

Growth for growth's sake is the philosophy of a cancer cell. Stop building new housing, roads,
and destroying forests and waterways.

7/28/2021 3:18 PM

13

Needs a cost-benefit analysis

7/28/2021 12:11 PM

14

I would to see a Dark Sky policy in place for Rockville instead of LED conversion. Unless the
LED light-emitting diode duplicate Dark Sky technology?

7/28/2021 11:44 AM

15

should meet or exceed California energy-efficient high standards, but not in a way that may
impact businesses. Incentives related based on energy efficiency points such as LEED Cert,
silver, Gold, Platinum translates to more incentive. (Reduce Tax break for a year or two,
upfront rebate program, etc)

7/28/2021 11:10 AM

16

gobbly gook

7/28/2021 11:03 AM

17

Require all new commercial construction to include roof-top solar. Build solar canopies over
new and existing parking lots.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

18

Timelines way too slow, vague.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM
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Q2 Renewable Energy Draft Actions: C-07 - Advocate to increase the
Maryland Renewable Portfolio Standard by 2030. C-08 - Coordinate with
Montgomery County on development of the Community Choice Energy
Program to aggregate green power purchasing. C-09 - Promote private
solar and geothermal installations (e.g., solar co-op, streamlined
permitting, and expanding access for low-to-moderate income residents).
M-04 - Identify feasible opportunities for solar photovoltaic installations on
City property. M-05 - Purchase renewable energy certificates (RECs) for
municipal electricity. This mix of actions seems:
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1

There needs to be greater effort to entice/support efforts related to multi-family housing as this
is lacking, even though Mayor & Council support increased density development.

8/5/2021 2:10 PM

2

The City needs to tackle the issue of trees (private and city-owned) that block the sun from
reaching ideal solar installation sites on private property.

8/1/2021 10:23 AM

3

Require new builds and substantial renovations to incorporate C-09 and energy-saving
measures such as leaving shade trees in place.

7/31/2021 11:48 AM

4

C-07: "Advocate" is not much of a commitment. How about setting a numerical goal for 2030?

7/29/2021 10:02 AM
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M-04: "Identify feasible opportunities" seems like a cop out. How about setting a goal based on
the opportunities found. Like, install PV on at least 50% of feasible locations.
5

Make MD renewable portfolio standard by 2026; give tax breaks for use of geothermal and
solar to all residents; enact, not just identify, solar installations on city property; decrease
hours of operation (decrease lighting and HVAC) of city buildings; make all city vehicles
electric

7/29/2021 9:48 AM

6

Good luck controlling the weather. My question to all greenbeans is "how did the glaciers that
were up to 3 miles thick all the way down to New York and the Great Lakes melt before the
first fossil fuel besides wood was ever used? Things that make you go hmmmm. The planet
has been warming way before the .gov wanted to steal your tax dollars for some bogus man
made global warming nonsense. Does anyone realize the damage done to the Earth mining for
your car battery's lithium, or how much jet fuel is needed to de-ice wind turbines? Remember
these climate Democrats think like children, they can't seem to think of consequence

7/29/2021 6:47 AM

7

surprised some of these actions haven't already been taken

7/28/2021 5:03 PM

8

End all fossil fuel use by the city. Internal combustion is killing us all.

7/28/2021 3:18 PM

9

Needs a cost-benefit analysis

7/28/2021 12:11 PM

10

Add Residential homeowner rebates/incentives for renewable energy projects.

7/28/2021 11:42 AM

11

Depends on the cost analysis. Cheaper KWH then yes.

7/28/2021 11:10 AM

12

I would look into the creation of a City of Rockville owned solar power company using rooftops
with maximum effectiveness of solar potential. This would be similar to the city owned water
and trash.

7/28/2021 11:08 AM

13

support nuclear, since it generates when there is no sun or wind. Also Nuclear Reg
Commission is part of the Rockville economy. Need language to support Nuclear energy in the
future and not simply " feel good" sources which coal is slowly reduced in our region

7/28/2021 11:03 AM

14

Require all new commercial construction to include roof-top solar. Build solar canopies over
new and existing parking lots.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

15

Need to press State PSC to make Pepco change the fuel mix. You are still on coal, just check
it out.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM
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Q3 Sustainable Transportation Draft Actions: C-10 - Work with WMATA,
MDOT, and Montgomery County to maximize transit accessibility and
ridership and enhance mobility options C-11 - Develop a Rockville Electric
Vehicle (EV) Readiness Plan C-12 - Require new developments and
redevelopments to be electric vehicle-ready C-13 - Promote a regional
electric vehicle buyer co-op C-14 - Expand active transportation and
shared micro-mobility network (implement improvements identified in
Bicycle Master Plan and Vision Zero Plan) C-15 - Adopt a Pedestrian
Master Plan M-06 - Convert the city fleet to cleaner and more efficient fuel
sources M-07 - Create a new Capital Improvement Plan to expand electric
vehicle charging infrastructure on City property to serve employees, fleet
and the community M-08 - Update City teleworking and transit benefit
policies to encourage City employees to reduce vehicle miles traveled.
This mix of actions seems:
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1

Please create pedestrian/bike bridges across major streets/freeways. IE: 355, 270, Veirs Mill…

8/3/2021 6:19 AM

2

Set a near-term goal of zero emissions vehicles for city fleet. Actively convert portion of
roadways to separated bike lanes.

7/31/2021 11:48 AM

3

Would like to see much more emphasis on walking and bicycles; what about encouragements
for people in the stores they visit using bikes?

7/30/2021 5:05 PM

4

Perhaps you'd consider this part of land use, but I'd like to see some road diets and
pedestrianized areas. I like the pedestrian matter plan idea, and would like that to be taken
seriously. Is there a place for education? Helping people be aware of transit options accessible
to them? Or, incentives for not driving/disincentives for driving?

7/29/2021 3:20 PM

5

The City should ensure it works more actively with neighboring jurisdictions to reduce the
City's residents' reliance on cars for transportation. The City should also consider initiatives to
change people's mindset about taking cars if other alternatives exist, like changing zoning laws
to make parking spaces less available.

7/29/2021 1:35 PM

6

Support high speed internet to facilitate work from home and business development.

7/29/2021 10:48 AM

7

Make sure multi-family units (i.e. apartments) have access to Level 2 EV chargers.
Importantly, do everything you can to make sure these charging stations are powered by
renewable energy.

7/29/2021 10:02 AM

8

accelerate actions, make city vehicles electric by 2023; provide electric charging stations
throughout the city; curb development, make vehicle use more bothersome, make
pedestrian/bike paramount, new pathways, lighting, protection from vehicles; require city
employees to reduce vehicle miles traveled

7/29/2021 9:48 AM

9

The damage to mother Earth while mining lithium isn't worth the reward. Wind turbines create
more pollution during manufacturing than benefits.

7/29/2021 6:47 AM

10

There's no item to increase monitoring for modified and unmaintained exhaust systems. There
should be training and dedicated personnel within the RCPD.

7/28/2021 9:22 PM

11

Link to existing community groups to get their buy-in; establish liaisons with existing
community groups.

7/28/2021 6:31 PM

12

Less cars, more bike paths that DO NOT parallel roads.

7/28/2021 3:18 PM

13

Needs a cost-benefit analysis

7/28/2021 12:11 PM

14

Add EV rebates and EV Charger purchase and installation incentives.

7/28/2021 11:42 AM

15

do not encourage electric vehicles until more than 80 % of our area generation is non-coal.
Otherwise, electric cars are simply adding to Coal emissions.

7/28/2021 11:03 AM

16

All new City vehicle purchases should be electric. A few gas cars can be kept for 100+ mile
trips, but all future car purchases should be 100% electric.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

17

Need to set timeline in detail for conversion of Rockville City fleet.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

18

We need more separate bike paths- not connected to roads. A path should follow watts branch
stream and hook up to the tow path. As you can see the 10 mile loop around Rockville is
always busy where we live.

7/28/2021 10:36 AM

19

The Bicycle Master plan could use some more protected Bike lanes.

7/28/2021 10:21 AM
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Q4 Land Management Draft Actions: C-16 - Implement 2040
Comprehensive Plan to steer the most-dense development/redevelopment
to mixed-use, transit-served locations to reduce VMT and conserve/restore
environmental areas. C-17 - Expand education and incentives to support
tree planting and native habitat landscaping conversions on private
property and removal of non-native invasive plants. M-09 - Develop a
Green Space Management Plan for public lands to assess and restore
trees, forests, meadows, stream valleys and wetlands. This mix of actions
seems:
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1

Seek grants and redirect infrastructure funds toward transit oriented development.

7/31/2021 11:48 AM

2

The city must do more to decrease private automobile use, especially by eliminating parking
minimums near mass transit (e.g. within 1/2 mile)

7/31/2021 9:40 AM

3

Need to really really protect and even expand green and wild places (Redwood Park for
example) in the face of all the development in the area

7/30/2021 5:05 PM

4

All of my neighbors use terrible products to kill weeds and keep their grass green Those
pesticides go on the water we drink, the animals and children come in contact directly. You

7/30/2021 10:15 AM
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should have a he to he inspection. Also, companies that ho around providing these green
treatments should be monitored The type of herbicide they use should be forbidden.
Companies like Home Depot shod not sell these product as of it was innocuous. People should
be educated, especially new immigrants.
5

Can the city explicitly protect open space from development? I would like to see dense,
transit-oriented development encouraged, not just steered.

7/29/2021 3:20 PM

6

The City should conduct a study to ensure it maximizes available City land to produce the best
benefits, especially considering the conversion of parking spaces and limiting the width of
roads and sidewalks to green spaces. The City also needs to develop a more aggressive
strategy to reduce its deer population. Deer have destroyed many of our native plants in our
community and promptly eat many even deer-resistant plants. This issue makes it very
expensive and difficult to restore green spaces in our community.

7/29/2021 1:35 PM

7

C-17 The general homeowner needs help identifying plants on the property and specific
choices to replace non-natives. Also nurseries need to quit selling invasives. Most people do
not have the time and/or interest to delve into landscape intracacies. I would add that finding
native plants is not easy, nor are they inexpensive. More help is needed here.

7/29/2021 10:37 AM

8

Keep Redgate park as natural as possible!

7/29/2021 10:02 AM

9

stop most-dense developments/redevelopment; restore and expand environmental areas;
actually plant (not support) more trees and native habitat landscaping on city property and give
tax breaks for such on private property; start restoring (not develop a plan to someday restore)
public lands

7/29/2021 9:48 AM

10

Quit allowing illegals to flood our county creating more pollution morons

7/29/2021 6:47 AM

11

There needs to be a provision to license landscaping and lawn service companies as that
industry is largely unregulated. There also needs to be a plan to phase out city-wide use of
gas-powered lawn equipment and unnecessary use of leaf blowers. Lawn equipment is a huge
source of air and water pollution (from spilled oil and gas) in our city.

7/28/2021 9:22 PM

12

I would love to see large lawns such as those at the Rockville Civic Center converted to
pollinator meadows. Better for environment than simple lawn and opportunity for wedding photo
backgrounds, etc.

7/28/2021 7:13 PM

13

Focus on preserving mature trees

7/28/2021 6:01 PM

14

Moratorium on conversion of unoccupied land to human dwellings and businesses.

7/28/2021 3:18 PM

15

Stop chopping down trees and disturbing old forest ecosystems with new development!

7/28/2021 1:50 PM

16

Needs a cost-benefit analysis

7/28/2021 12:11 PM

17

Area is crowded already. Preserved what’s left of the green space.

7/28/2021 11:10 AM

18

All tree plantings needs to be balanced out against allergen potentials. This region has the
highest unnecessary amount of tree allergies. Also home gardens should be encouraged in
conjunction with working with County Extension Office.

7/28/2021 11:08 AM

19

Trees can also create problems in suburbia. Don't spend money on trees when our western
counties are covered with them. We love trees but not where they fall on homes and waste
land use for recreation and agriculture

7/28/2021 11:03 AM

20

More importantly than planting trees would be protecting mature trees in the City. The City
does a terrific job of giving away free trees every year, which his great, but a poor job of
protecting large, mature trees that are torn down for new development, or home tear-downs to
be replaced with large new houses.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

21

Need to state clearly how you will address urban heat islands within the City to deal with heat
extremes and how you will plant trees to combat that, with detailed time line.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

22

The 2040 Comprehensive does not allow for enough density near Mass Transit stations

7/28/2021 10:21 AM
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Q5 Materials and Waste: C-18 - Develop a food waste composting
program for residents. C-19 - Expand recycling and waste reduction
outreach program to increase recycling compliance and waste diversion.
M-10 - Develop a city sustainable procurement policy. This mix of actions
seems:
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1

Can Rockville schools be included in the composting program? There are many enthusiastic
students who can lead programs in their schools.

8/6/2021 7:33 AM

2

Please be transparent with what happens to our recycling, specifically. Please ensure compost
options are included with garbage at no additional cost.

8/3/2021 6:19 AM

3

I am not seeing any incentives to NOT use plastics: why not ban carrier bags? Can we not
improve the recycling of things like bikes, washing machines, TVs from the waste center and
provide them to those in need?

7/30/2021 5:05 PM

4

Recycling seems to not work well in many cases. There should be more emphasis on reducing
waste. Could the city restrict packaging at restaurants or stores? Encourage reusable
containers? Move away from single stream recycling? Maybe less waste gets categorized as
recycling that way but if more of it is *actually* recycled, it could be better.

7/29/2021 3:20 PM

5

In addition to outreach and education, the City should take more active efforts to reduce the
amount of refuse generated. For example, the City bills residents the same amount for ten

7/29/2021 1:35 PM
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trash bags generated each week as one. If residents were charged more for generating more
trash, they will be more likely to think about their choices and hopefully limit the amount of
trash they generate.
6

What can be done to reduce plastic pellet pollution?

7/29/2021 10:37 AM

7

Encourage residents to reduce and reuse, using recycling as only the last option.

7/29/2021 10:02 AM

8

Provide nonperishable food collection and distribution services; make recycling of material
actually happen, not just collect it and dump it; make manufacturers/suppliers recycle their
own waste, setting penalties when it doesn't happen; look at entire lifecycle as part of
sustainable procurement (cradle to grave)

7/29/2021 9:48 AM

9

There needs to be a system to disincentivize garbage while better monitoring recycling.
Currently there is no financial cost to throwing everything in the garbage or filling the recycle
bin with many items that can't be recycled.

7/28/2021 9:22 PM

10

Citizens like to recycle but it often seems too complicated (e.g., all plastics except #6 are
recyclable, maybe). Put more onus on the manufacturers of plastics and entities that package
their products in plastic to reclaim their plastic waste or not use plastic or non-recyclable
materials at all.

7/28/2021 7:13 PM

11

More technical assistance on recycling to management and leadership in established group
living communities. People are clearly still confused on how to get recycling cooperation in
apartment buildings and congregate living environments.

7/28/2021 6:31 PM

12

Implement county composting program for county facilities including schools

7/28/2021 6:01 PM

13

Everybody gets a drum composter.

7/28/2021 3:18 PM

14

The population needs more education about recycling and reducing waste.

7/28/2021 1:50 PM

15

ensure that recycling program is responsibly managed and materials are actually disposed of
properly

7/28/2021 12:19 PM

16

Needs a cost-benefit analysis

7/28/2021 12:11 PM

17

We have composted in Rockville for many years on our 1/4 acre of land. Encourage Food
Waste pickup and composting for multi-family housing projects in the City

7/28/2021 11:03 AM

18

Ecourage/educate businesses to reduce plastic waste. Since COVID, many Town Center
restaurants are now using plastic-ware, even though it's been determined that COVID is
transmitted through the air, not on surfaces. An educational campaign discouraging the use of
single-use plastics (for businesses and residents) could go a long way.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

19

Need to show how less consumption can be accomplished. If you are serious, you will have to
stop over-consuming.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

20

Please be more specific on C-18 - Develop a food waste composting program for residents

7/28/2021 10:11 AM
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Q6 Resiliency Draft Actions: C-20 - Incorporate climate resilient building
and infrastructure design features in new buildings and retrofits. C-21 Update floodplain maps and community program to incorporate new FEMA
requirements. C-22 - Work with Montgomery County and State agencies to
provide cooling centers and resilience hubs. C-23 - Work with Montgomery
County and community partners to measure and map urban heat islands to
mitigate exposure to extreme heat. C-24 - Increase tree planting, green
and cool roofs, and cool pavements on public and private property. M-11 Continue assessing the vulnerability of Rockville’s critical infrastructure,
facilities and services, and prioritize areas for improved climate resiliency.
M-12 - Advocate for state and federal authorities to update stormwater
infrastructure design, operations and maintenance standards to
accommodate new rainfall/ storm event projections. M-13 - Update the
storm drain conveyance capacity assessment and identify constraints and
areas at risk for worsened flooding and drainage problems. M-14 - Develop
and implement Heat Illness Prevention Plans for various city services and
operations. This mix of actions seems:
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1

Require new builds and substantial renovations to incorporate C-24 and reduce runoff.
Establish fee and review process when removing trees over a certain diameter.

7/31/2021 11:48 AM

2

How do we get to have less water usage and better seepage of water into land rather than have
it all flood into the Chesapeake?

7/30/2021 5:05 PM

3

More trees means more underground root. That could impact sewage. I’ve experienced before.

7/30/2021 9:41 AM

4

The City should perform a study to determine whether it could reduce impermeable surfaces by
reducing the size of parking lots, roads, sidewalks, and recreation facilities. It should consider
strategies to offset the impermeable surfaces in new residential construction, such as
incorporating requirements for water management. It should also change zoning laws to limit
the size of parking lots and impermeable surfaces in new construction.

7/29/2021 1:35 PM

5

M-12 & M-13. If this means more "stream restoration" which destroys the long-established
drain pattern and disrupts the native flora/fauna microcosms, I am not in favor. However, if this
means working upstream to set up berms, better water absorption infrastructure, and less
building-over-as-much-land-as possible, I agree.

7/29/2021 10:37 AM

6

prevent development of known waterways, wetlands, floodplains; enforce (boots-on-the-ground)
measures preventing uncontrolled runoff; use more active action words instead of "work with",
"assess", "advocate", "update"; stop construction of new impervious pavement (roadways,
parking lots)

7/29/2021 9:48 AM

7

You people need new leadership

7/29/2021 6:47 AM

8

Try to catalog and preserve existing green areas, old trees and wild environments, rather than
allowing the razing of wild areas for new construction.

7/28/2021 7:13 PM

9

Plant trees everywhere

7/28/2021 3:18 PM

10

Educate the public what to do about flooding BEFORE a flood happens!

7/28/2021 1:50 PM

11

Needs a cost-benefit analysis

7/28/2021 12:11 PM

12

Again my concern is with tree planting. Trees need to be balanced against the health of the
people. We could inadvertently discourage both business and residency due being known for
high tree allergies.

7/28/2021 11:08 AM

13

Again, don't waste money on planting trees in suburbia.... on Open land YES -- and come see
what Rockville Cemetery has done to replace wonderful old oaks and other hardwoods.

7/28/2021 11:03 AM

14

Rather than planting new trees, make it hard to take down large trees that are already creating
shade (and taking up water with established roots). Build solar canopies over parking lots/buss
stops/playgrounds to provide shade while creating green energy.

7/28/2021 10:50 AM
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Q7 Public Engagement and Oversight Draft Actions: C-25 - Work with
community partners to conduct a public engagement campaign to reduce
emissions and adapt to the impacts from climate change C-26 - Develop
metrics and performance indicators for climate actions to establish a datadriven assessment and reporting process M-15 - Incorporate climate
mitigation and resiliency considerations into the City's budget prioritization
processM-16 - Develop an interdepartmental climate action team to
implement and track plan progress
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

This mix of actions seems about right for Rockville

67%

32

This mix of actions seems not ambitious enough for Rockville, or, some major actions are missing

23%

11

This mix of actions seems too ambitious or unfeasible for Rockville

2%

1

Not sure/ need more information

8%

4

TOTAL

48

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1

As a general comment, a greenhouse gas reduction target or a target for being net-zero as
Rockville by Year 20XX would have been meaningful. It probably makes most sense to be
aligned with Montgomery County's target.

8/6/2021 7:33 AM

2

Thank you for soliciting feedback. These are helpful plans for the environment, but we are in a
dire situation and the planet is priority #1. Also, I hope to see these measures being executed
by defunding bloated police and military programs.

8/3/2021 6:19 AM

3

Offer incentives to residents and businesses for emissions reductions. I appreciate some of
these measures will be costly and I'm prepared to pay taxes to support them. It's an
investment that will save us money and attract revenue (residents & businesses) in the future.

7/31/2021 11:48 AM
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4

The City's progress in meeting its goals should be publicly reported. The goals should also be
developed with overall climate goals in mind. For example, if experts report the world needs to
reduce its carbon output by 30%, the City should establish goals to ensure the City
accomplishes at least that reduction.

7/29/2021 1:35 PM

5

Although there seems to be a lot of "development" in this group, we have to start somewhere. I
hope this leads to more actionable items soon.

7/29/2021 10:37 AM

6

It all comes down to M-15: $ and where it is spent

7/29/2021 9:48 AM

7

The people need to put their foot down

7/29/2021 6:47 AM

8

The City should measure air pollution (and noise pollution and light pollution) at various
locations in the City and develop mitigation measures based on findings. Certain
neighborhoods are more impacted by vehicle emissions than others.

7/28/2021 7:13 PM

9

Each of the topics of the plan need their own outreach plan.

7/28/2021 6:31 PM

10

Add educational impacts into all levels of schools.

7/28/2021 2:38 PM

11

Needs a cost-benefit analysis

7/28/2021 12:11 PM
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Q8 The following applies to me (choose all that apply):
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